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Dealing With People Who Drain You Dry, 2nd Edition
An introduction to "energy psychiatry" draws on intuition, the body's energy, and traditional medicine to address a range of emotional challenges, from workaholism to social anxiety, sharing energy-enhancing exercises
and the author's recommendations on how to cultivate positive energy. Reprint. 75,000 first printing.
I'm guessing that you have either had one person or a number of people in your life that have sucked you dry emotionally and mentally right? Those people, on the surface at least, SHOULD be the people those that love
and support you the most in many ways. Unfortunately, this is not always the case and the polar opposite can happen. We can feel attacked, used and emotionally abused in a variety of different ways. Many times these
people can be a family member, friend or even a work colleague which makes life even more difficult. You often feel obligated to keep the relationship on an even keel DESPITE being used as a human emotional punch
bag! Other times these people sneak under the radar unchecked and appear in our lives out of nowhere. This is why it is so important to shield and protect ourselves in order to cope in a World where narcissistic
tendencies and toxic people appear to be on the increase! This is where this book will help you in that it will deliver the following- How to spot an energy vampire and recognise the early signs. What to do if there is a
narcissist or energy vampire close to you. How to set strong boundaries with these people in order to shield yourself from any abuse. How someone becomes an energy vampire in the first place. How to protect yourself
if you are sensitive or an empath. The classic empath v narcissist relationship The consequences to you if you keep an energy vampire close to you. If this has been a constant in your life dealing with these people then
you CAN overcome and find the strength to move through these very tough situations. When reading this book you will know that you are NOT alone and there is a multitude of help out there for you. You don't have to
take it anymore! If this sounds like you and you want to move forward in your life free from these people to focus on your own path and becoming the best version of you then just click the 'add to cart' button above.
**Kindle version is FREE with paperback purchase**
Details a range of personality disorders that can be emotionally draining for a partner to deal with, including antisocial, obsessive-compulsive, and paranoid behavior, and presents strategies for mending and avoiding
bad relationships.
ENERGY VAMPIRE SLAYING:101 How to combat negativity and toxic attitudes in your office, in your home, and in yourself In this program you'll learn: -The secrets master communicators use to keep their cool
when dealing with difficult people -What free-style scripting is and how you can use it to defend against verbal assaults -How to use a power phrase and danger phrase list to boost your communication power -How you
can prevent conflict from manifesting, using effective communication techniques -Problem-solving verbal patterns and scripts you can use to instantly increase productivity -How to use defusion tactics to slash the time
spent dealing with difficult customers -How to respond, rather than react, when you're confronted with negative or difficult behavior -How to use magic phrases to respond quickly and effectively when you're put on the
spot -Brain-training techniques such as hemisphere switching you can use to control your emotions when you're under pressure -How to quickly find the right words at the right time during difficult situations, and
-Which free tools to use for mastering all of the techniques you'll learn in the program, and the right way to study, so you can develop your skills at lightning speed. "I have been using the tactics you taught with great
success, not just at work, but at home. I finally had the breakthrough I've been trying for with my daughter. Thank you for giving me the tools I can use to change my life. I thoroughly enjoyed every minute! I'll take any
book you have to offer." -Kevin Wahlberg -Dallas, TX
Coping with the One-way Relationship in Work, Love, and Family
Emotional Vampires: Dealing With People Who Drain You Dry
Emotional Vampires
Energy Healing for Empaths
Positive Energy
Empath
Your Guide to Understanding Empaths and Their Emotional Abilities to Feel Empathy, Including Tips for Highly Sensitive People, Dealing with Energy Vampires, and Being a Psychic Empath

Tap the power of courage and achieve greater clarity, confidence, and satisfaction in your work and life Considering the current state of the global economy, it's
easy to see why so many people and companies have become shy about sticking their necks out.
". . . the most comprehensive guide I have ever read for solving any conceivable trying scenario!" --Julie Jansen, bestselling author of You Want Me to Work with
Who? and I Don't Know What I Want, but I Know It's Not This You can't stop office madness, but you can stop the madness from getting to you. Gossipy coworkers,
unmanageable managers, and cranky clients have got you pulling your hair out and gnawing your nails down to nubs. From teammates who drop the ball on
deadlines to corporate bullies who try to run your show, your work environment can be lethal to your health and your career. Change Your Reaction, Not Their
Actions When things get crazy, you may not be able to control how others behave, but you can change how you respond. Al Bernstein shows you how understand
the situation, how to keep the craziness from bothering you, how to keep things from getting worse, and how you can make them better. Problems/solutions
discussed inside: Coworkers who don't like you? Feed them! Hidden agendas? Unleash the power of “cc:” mail! Unpleasant supervisors? Tell them only what they
want to hear! Office gossip? Dish out positive gossip about other people! Lying coworkers? Buy into their lies and watch what happens! And ninety-five more!
In his international bestseller, Dinosaur Brains, psychologist Albert J. Bernstein told readers how to deal with difficult people at work. Now, in a groundbreaking new
book, Bernstein tackles a more serious problem that profoundly affects the lives of millions of people: walking time bombs. How do you help a friend who explodes
into panic attacks? What do you say when a depressed family member bursts into tears? How do you protect yourself when a stranger blows up in your face? Too
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often, our choices make matters worse. But it isn't our fault. All that we feel, and much of what we hear directs us to defend the fearful, comfort the sad, and talk
sense to the angry, regardless of the utter futility of these well-meaning actions. Moment to moment, people with mental disorders stand at the crossroads between
getting better and getting worse. For disorders to heal, medicine, psychotherapy, the encouragement of friends, and the kindness of strangers must all point
explosive people toward a single direction. People with anxiety disorders must turn and face their fear rather than running away Depressed people cannot wait to
feel better to do the things that will make them feel better Angry people have to recognize that anger is something they do, not a reaction to what is done to them
Reaching these goals sometimes requires stunning feats of mind over matter. In How to Deal with Emotionally Explosive People, Dr. Bernstein demonstrates, step
by step, how to do them.
DO YOU WORK WITH VAMPIRES? LEARN HOW TO PROTECT YOURSELF! Banish the bloodsuckers from your professional life Whether it's a coworker,
subordinate, or boss, there's at least one emotional vampire in every office. These people try your patience, sap your energy, and add an entirely unhealthy dynamic
to workplace productivity. The bestselling author of Emotional Vampires and Dinosaur Brains shows you how to spot and deal effectively with these dysfunctional
elements in the workplace: ANTISOCIALS, who crave excitement in all its forms, including aggression If your boss or a coworker is trying to push you around . . .
Learn that the most important battle to fight with a bully is in your own mind. HISTRIONICS, who believe that what it looks like is more important than what it is If
your boss thinks any problem can be solved with a motivational seminar . . . Learn how to get a manager wannabe to actually manage. NARCISSISTS, who believe
that the universe revolves around them If your CEO makes Louis XVI look like Gandhi . . . Learn techniques that diplomats have used throughout history to teach
infantile monarchs to act like grown-ups. OBSESSIVE-COMPULSIVES, who can't seem to see the forest for the trees If there is absolutely no task that your boss
considers too small to micromanage . . . Learn to be a Control-Freak Whisperer by seeing your boss's fear rather than your own irritation. PARANOIDS, who think
they've found the simple truths that explain everything If you work in a place where you can't get ahead unless you drink the Kool-Aid . . . Learn how to recognize a
toxic belief system before it poisons you. VAMPIRE CULTURES: when vampires get promoted to positions of power, they remake organizations in their own image . .
. Learn the 15 warning signs that tell you to get out before sunset. PRAISE FOR EMOTIONAL VAMPIRES: "We love so much about this book! A great complement to
Dealing with People You Can't Stand, it goes beyond dealing with the merely difficult behavior to the truly pathological. Bernstein offers believable examples and
useful descriptions. This is the book to recommend when the topic of truly horrible behavior comes up!" -- Dr. Rick Kirschner and Dr. Rick Brinkman, authors of the
international bestseller Dealing with People You Can't Stand "This book equips individuals with the tools to identify and defend against a wide array of emotional
vampires at work. It offers well-developed tactics for navigating the most difficult people in any organization." -- Katherine Crowley and Kathi Elster, bestselling
authors of Working with You Is Killing Me and Mean Girls at Work "It's amazing how one manipulative, territorial, or otherwise self-serving boss or employee can
make the lives of everyone around miserable. In Emotional Vampires at Work, Albert Bernstein offers concrete, step-by-step guidance to manage life around these
misfits. You'll learn to take care of your and your valued colleagues' needs, while contributing your best to your organization—with maturity and sanity." -- Nancy
Ancowitz, author of Self-Promotion for Introverts
The Secrets of People Who Never Get Sick
An Empath's Guide to Evading Relationships That Drain You and Restoring Your Health and Power
Dodging Energy Vampires
Life Strategies for Sensitive People
How to Deal With Negative People
How to Protect Yourself from Energy Vampires, Honor Your Boundaries, and Build Healthier Relationships
The Wizard of Oz and Other Narcissists

If you've ever been told that "you're too sensitive" but suspect that there might be something more to it, then keep reading... Are you sick and tired of people saying that you should grow a thick skin?
Do you find it difficult to distinguish someone else's discomfort from your own? Do you prefer taking your own car to places so that you can leave when you please? If so, then you've come to the right
place. You see, empaths often wonder why other people aren't as emotionally delicate as themselves. If an empath is missing guidance they could adopt negative coping strategies such as drug abuse
and overeating, all in an effort to shut out the turbulent emotions that they go through on a daily basis. This book is here to help you to embrace your gift and channel your blessings into something
beautiful. Here's just a tiny fraction of what you'll discover: The 11 traits of an empath The different distinct categories empaths fall into and which one you might be How you can take advantage of your
special gift Why your condition is a strength and not a weakness Common myths about empaths How to avoid getting your energy drained by energy vampires 9 effective ways to stop absorbing other
people's energy Coping strategies for highly sensitive people 9 ways empaths love differently Why empaths and narcissists are attracted to each other and the stages of their relationship 16 tips for
raising empath children Best career choices for empaths 4 signs you're an intuitive empath - not just an empath How to remain in balance with your emotions And much, much more! Take a second to
imagine how you'll feel once you have a full understanding of your blessings and how your family and friends will react when they see what your gift of depth and compassion can offer the world. So
even if you've already adopted negative coping strategies to shut out the turbulent emotions, you can channel your blessings into something beautiful by understanding more about who you are. If you
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have a burning desire to understand empaths and feel valued by a world that desperately needs you, then scroll up and click "add to cart"!
Do you know someone who is overly arrogant, shows an extreme lack of empathy, or exhibits an inflated sense of entitlement? Do they exploit others, or engage in magical thinking? These are all traits
of narcissistic personality disorder, and when it comes to dealing with narcissists, it can be difficult to get your point across. So how do you handle the narcissistic people in your life? You might interact
with them in social or professional settings, and you might even love one—so ignoring them isn’t really a practical solution. They're frustrating, and maybe even intimidating, but ultimately, you need to
find a way of communicating effectively with them. Disarming the Narcissist, Second Edition, will show you how to move past the narcissist's defenses using compassionate, empathetic communication.
You'll learn how narcissists view the world, how to navigate their coping styles, and why, oftentimes, it's sad and lonely being a narcissist. By learning to anticipate and avoid certain hot-button issues,
you'll be able to relate to narcissists without triggering aggression. By validating some common narcissistic concerns, you'll also find out how to be heard in conversation with a narcissist. This book will
help you learn to meet your own needs while side-stepping unproductive power struggles and senseless arguments with someone who is at the center of his or her own universe. This new edition also
includes new chapters on dealing with narcissistic women, aggressive and abusive narcissists, strategies for safety, and the link between narcissism and sex addiction. Finally, you'll learn how to set
limits with your narcissist and when it's time to draw the line on unacceptable behavior.
From Silvia Moreno-Garcia, the New York Times bestselling author of Mexican Gothic, comes Certain Dark Things, a pulse-pounding neo-noir that reimagines vampire lore. Welcome to Mexico City, an
oasis in a sea of vampires. Domingo, a lonely garbage-collecting street kid, is just trying to survive its heavily policed streets when a jaded vampire on the run swoops into his life. Atl, the descendant of
Aztec blood drinkers, is smart, beautiful, and dangerous. Domingo is mesmerized. Atl needs to quickly escape the city, far from the rival narco-vampire clan relentlessly pursuing her. Her plan doesn’t
include Domingo, but little by little, Atl finds herself warming up to the scrappy young man and his undeniable charm. As the trail of corpses stretches behind her, local cops and crime bosses both start
closing in. Vampires, humans, cops, and criminals collide in the dark streets of Mexico City. Do Atl and Domingo even stand a chance of making it out alive? Or will the city devour them all? At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Protect yourself from people who take undue advantage and suck the energy out of your life Emotional Vampires will help you cope effectively with the people in your life that confound you, confuse
you, and seem to sap every ounce of your energy. Bestselling author Dr. Al Bernstein shows you how to recognize each vampire type--antisocial, histrionic, narcissists, obsessive-compulsives,
paranoids--and deal with them effectively. He uses many examples from the latest news headlines, which will help you distinguish between the types and deepen your understanding of each one. In
response to the daily calls and emails he got about the previous edition of this book, Dr. Al Bernstein has added his advice for dealing with those emotional vampires who come in the shape of spouses
and lovers, relatives, and children. Dr. Bernstein shows you how to deal with each vampire type and what you need to do to keep from getting drained.
How to Reclaim Your Power from Narcissists and Other Manipulators
Protecting Yourself from Emotional Predators
Analyzing The Narcissistic Mother
Controlling People
The Energy Bus
Nasty People
The Inner Obstacles That Hold You Back at Work and How to Overcome Them

One of the best "Vampire Books" you will ever read! Especially if you are surrounded by negative thinking or negative people... After being around certain
people do you ever find yourself feeling: Emotionally exhausted Drained Tired or wanting to take a nap? If so, then this is a good book for you! Who exactly
do energy vampires and negative people affect? Simple ... Everybody! So what is an energy vampire? You've probably heard the term "energy vampires"
before, especially if you're at all interested in psychic ability or psychic development. But what exactly are energy vampires? They're not real vampires.
Well, I guess they're real vampires, but not like the ones you see in Twilight ... "Energy vampires" feed upon your energy. In other words, their primary
target is your spiritual body, not your physical body. "Energy vampires" are people who constantly draw upon other people's energy in order to help
"recharge" their own system. So what do energy vampires and negative people have in common? They essentially do the same thing. They draw upon your
energy, and they will have a very profound effect on your system, both spiritually and physically. Many times, they will wear you down to the point of
exhaustion. However, unless you're aware of what is happening, you may not even notice the effects these people are having in your life, on a day-to-day
basis. Empaths, this is the book for you! Empaths and sensitives are very susceptible to "energy vampires" more so than most other people. More and
more people are discovering they are empaths in this new consciousness area. You may even be one and never knew it, until now. How do you find out if
you are an empath? By reading this book! In The Book Find Out: How to spot an "energy vampire" How to protect yourself against negativity What to do if
you if you are surrounded by negative people How to tell if you are an empath! How to protect yourself if you are an empath What effects "energy
vampires" have on your spiritual and physical health How to live in a world filled with "energy vampires" And the very important...energy vampire first aid!
Discover how to cope with instinct, emotion, and irrationality--the dinosaur brain--that disrupts any business enivronment, with a step-by-step process that
helps you reason your way through turf wars and power struggles, surly subordinates, temperamental bosses, and more.... "The key to thriving in the
corporate jungle is understanding dinosaurs." TIME From the Paperback edition.
Enjoy the ride of your life with the Wall Street Journal bestseller None of us can expect to get through life without any challenges. Life isn’t always a
constant daydream of unbridled pleasure and happiness. But that doesn’t mean you can’t approach everything with some zing – a big dose of positive
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energy is what you need to feel great, be successful and love life! And the international bestselling The Energy Bus can help you live your life in a positive,
forward-thinking way. Learn the 10 secrets that will help you overcome adversity and harness the power of positive, infectious energy, so that you can
create your own success. International bestselling author Jon Gordon draws on his experience of working with thousands of leaders and teams to provide
insights, actionable strategies and positive energy. The Energy Bus: Shows you how to ditch negativity and infuse your life with positive energy Provides
tools to build a positive team and culture Contains insights from working with some of the world’s largest companies Foreword by Ken Blanchard, co-author
of The One-Minute Manager
Reclaim your power from narcissists, manipulators, and other toxic people. If you’re a highly sensitive person, or identify as an “empath,” you may feel
easily overwhelmed by the world around you, suffer from “people-pleasing,” experience extreme anxiety or stress in times of conflict, or even take on the
emotions of others. Due to your naturally giving nature, you may also be a target for narcissists and self-centered individuals who seek to exploit others for
their own gain. So, how can you protect yourself? In The Highly Sensitive Person’s Survival Guide to Dealing with Toxic People, you’ll learn evidence-based
skills grounded in cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT) and dialectical behavior therapy (DBT) to help you recognize and shut down the common
manipulation tactics used by toxic people, such as gaslighting, stonewalling, projection, covert put-downs, and love bombing. You’ll also discover targeted
tips to protect yourself from the five main types of toxic people: Garden-variety boundary-steppers Crazymakers and attention-seekers Emotional vampires
Narcissists Sociopaths and psychopaths Finally, you’ll learn how to heal from toxic or narcissistic abuse, and find strategies for establishing healthy
boundaries and a strong sense of self. If you’re an HSP who is ready to take a stand against the toxic people in your life, this book has everything you need
to survive and thrive.
Rethink Risk, Unlock the Power of Courage, Achieve Outstanding Success
How to Protect Yourself from Toxic People with Narcissistic Tendancies
Energy Vampire Slaying: 101
Stop Talking, Start Communicating: Counterintuitive Secrets to Success in Business and in Life, with a foreword by Martha Mendoza
Dealing with Emotional Vampires Who Drain You in Life and at Work (EBOOK BUNDLE)
Certain Dark Things
Stop Playing Safe
Best-selling author Albert J. Bernstein helped thousands of people deal with the dangerously stupid at work in Dinosaur Brains. In Emotional Vampires he goes even further to protect unsuspecting mortals
from more devious and harmful creatures vampires ready to bite, suck, and kill the emotional and psychological wellbeing of their victims. Like the fabled demons, these vampires come in many shapes: -The
living dead who think their “talents” place them above the laws of nature -Lords of darkness with huge egos and tiny consciences -Scary monsters who use their tempers in the same way terrorists use
bombs -Blood-suckers who think others were created for their convenience Emotional Vampires tells readers how to spot a vampire in their lives, which defense strategies to employ to prevent one from
striking, and what to do if and when they find themselves under attack.
This book will help you deal with your employees and co-workers by giving you the keys to understanding the way their brains--and yours--work. Using the metaphor of the dinosaur brain, the authors detail a
whole range of human responses dictated by a part of the human brain sometimes beyond our control. They then show you what to expect from that part of the brain and how to be prepared for it, including
such problems as turf battles, reflexive competitiveness, and office courtship. Outlines the rules of ^lizard logic, and how to use them to your advantage.
Who does not want to be healthier? Now in paperback: the book that Andrew Weil calls “offbeat, informative, and fun . . . a great read,” and that has been praised as “a delightful dance through science”
(New York Times bestselling author Mark Hyman, M.D.) and as a “remarkable and insightful book [that] offers you the chance to achieve the best health of your life” (Mark Liponis, M.D., Medical Director,
Canyon Ranch). Written by bestselling author Gene Stone, The Secrets of People Who Never Get Sick arose from his desire to discover what might actually prevent him from getting sick himself. This book,
the result of that exploration, tells the stories of twenty-five people who each possess a different secret of excellent health—a secret that makes sense and that Stone discovered has a true scientific
underpinning. There are food secrets—why to take garlic and vitamin C, eat more probiotics, become a vegan, drink a tonic of brewer’s yeast. Exercise secrets—the benefits of lifting weights, the power of
stretching. Environmental secrets—living in a Blue Zone, understanding the value of germs. Emotional secrets—seek out and stay in touch with friends, cultivate your spirituality. Physical secrets—nap more,
take cold showers in the morning. And the wisdom that goes back generations: Yes, chicken soup works. The stories make it personal, the research makes it real, and the do-it-yourself information shows
how to integrate each secret into your own life, and become the next person who never gets sick.
“This funny and fresh take on a classic tale manages to comment on gender roles, racial disparities, and white privilege all while creeping me all the way out. So good.”—Zakiya Dalila Harris, author of The
Other Black Girl Steel Magnolias meets Dracula in this New York Times best-selling horror novel about a women's book club that must do battle with a mysterious newcomer to their small Southern town.
Bonus features: • Reading group guide for book clubs • Hand-drawn map of Mt. Pleasant • Annotated true-crime reading list by Grady Hendrix • And more! Patricia Campbell’s life has never felt smaller. Her
husband is a workaholic, her teenage kids have their own lives, her senile mother-in-law needs constant care, and she’s always a step behind on her endless to-do list. The only thing keeping her sane is her
book club, a close-knit group of Charleston women united by their love of true crime. At these meetings they’re as likely to talk about the Manson family as they are about their own families. One evening after
book club, Patricia is viciously attacked by an elderly neighbor, bringing the neighbor's handsome nephew, James Harris, into her life. James is well traveled and well read, and he makes Patricia feel things
she hasn’t felt in years. But when children on the other side of town go missing, their deaths written off by local police, Patricia has reason to believe James Harris is more of a Bundy than a Brad Pitt. The
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real problem? James is a monster of a different kind—and Patricia has already invited him in. Little by little, James will insinuate himself into Patricia’s life and try to take everything she took for
granted—including the book club—but she won’t surrender without a fight in this blood-soaked tale of neighborly kindness gone wrong.
How Superachievers Can Avoid Burnout
The Empath's Survival Guide
Am I The Only Sane One Working Here?: 101 Solutions for Surviving Office Insanity
Sacred Bull
Dealing with Emotionally Immature Parents
How to Deal with Emotionally Explosive People
How to Handle Toxic Parents
The star-studded stage show and Nerdist podcast sets its sights on a graphic novel! An anthology containing a series of short tales set within the various worlds covered throughout the run of the hit stage show
and podcast The Thrilling Adventure Hour! Written by the creators of the show with art by some of the comics' best artists, bring all the best elements of the show to vivid life!
PLAY DUMB. BE BORING. DON'T SOLVE PROBLEMS. AND ABOVE ALL, DON'T BE YOURSELF. Not exactly what you'd expect to hear from a communication expert, but these counterintuitive strategies are
precisely what we need to interact productively and meaningfully in today's digital world. Our overreliance on quick, cheap, and easy means of "staying connected" is eroding our communication skills. Speed
steamrolls thoughtfulness; self-expression trumps restraint. Errors and misunderstandings increase. And our relationships suffer. With startling insights and a dash of humor, Stop Talking, Start Communicating
combines scientific research with real-world strategies to deliver a proven approach to more effective communication. "Only Geoffrey Tumlin could write a book about a serious problem--our mounting
communication deficiencies--and make me laugh and learn all the way through it. Witty, smart, and 100 percent accurate, Stop Talking, Start Communicating points the way to a better conversational future." -Tina Morris, managing director at Standard & Poor's "An elegantly analytical, accessible, and enjoyable guide to improving interpersonal communication, Stop Talking, Start Communicating is a key resource for
anyone who wants to be a difference-making leader, manager, or team member." -- Eduardo Sanchez, deputy chief medical officer of the American Heart Association
Focusing on the psychological traps and inflexible, destructive belief systems that prevent people from achieving their goals by distorting perceptions of reality, a total program for professional change confronts
issues such as denial, perfectionism, and conflict avoidance.
When you were growing up did you feel something was not quite right with your mother? A sudden burst of anger and rage. The feeling that you felt you were a burden. You were just an extension for your mother,
an object for her needs and to do her bidding. What you may not know is that you were growing up with a mother that had a narcissistic personality disorder. The effects of being raised by a narcissistic mother can
be catastrophic, with you having lasting traumatic effects. When you try to explain your situation to other people, they just don't get it. You start to doubt yourself. Once you start doubting yourself, your narcissistic
mother is gaining control, making you unsure of your judgment. She remembers incidents differently to how you remember them and denies other incidents even happened, also known as gaslighting. Around and
around go your feelings and emotions, till you think you must truly be crazy. The mental abuse by narcissistic mothers that destroys children's development, adult children of narcissistic mothers are often plagued
with so much guilt and shame they often feel duty-bound and become a puppet of the abuser, keeping whatever happens a family secret. Not many people will know what it is like to grow up in a home which is
devoid of love and emotion. In this book How to Analyze People: Analyzing the Narcissistic Mother, we take a deep dive into the psyche of the narcissistic mother, you will discover what makes the narcissistic tick.
You will uncover through chapters that include: Attachment styles between mother and daughters Mental manipulation and control The golden child and the scapegoat Escaping the toxic environment Early
childhood causes Strategies and tips to help you deal with your narcissistic mother This is not a book that is going to cure you of narcissistic abuse, no book will do that. You have to seek help from a trained
professional psychiatrist. What this book can do is give you a deep insight into your narcissistic mother, it will give you clarity and understanding. It will prove that the problem was never you and there was more
going on that you could barely comprehend as a child. How to Analyze People: Analyzing the Narcissistic Mother, will pull back the curtain and show the two faces of the narcissistic mother, the public face and the
private face. If you want to unmask your narcissistic mother today and protect yourself, then scroll up and 'Click the add to cart button'
Energy Vampires
Emotional Vampires: Dealing with People Who Drain You Dry, Revised and Expanded 2nd Edition
Emotional Vampires at Work: Dealing with Bosses and Coworkers Who Drain You Dry
How to Combat Negativity and Toxic Attitudes in Your Office, in Your Home, and in Yourself
10 Rules to Fuel Your Life, Work, and Team with Positive Energy
Liberate Yourself from Negative Emotions and Transform Your Life
Dealing with All Those Impossible People at Work
A New York Times bestseller, Emotional Freedom is a road map for those who are stressed out, discouraged, or overwhelmed as well as for those who are in a good emotional place but want
to feel even better. Picture yourself trapped in a traffic jam feeling utterly calm. Imagine being unflappable and relaxed when your supervisor loses her temper. What if you were peaceful
instead of anxious? What if your life were filled with nurturing relationships and a warm sense of belonging? This is what it feels like when you’ve achieved emotional freedom. Bestselling
author Dr. Judith Orloff invites you to take a remarkable journey, one that leads to happiness and serenity, and a place where you can gain mastery over the negativity that pervades daily life.
No matter how stressed you currently feel, the time for positive change is now. You possess the ability to liberate yourself from depression, anger, and fear. Synthesizing neuroscience,
intuitive medicine, psychology, and subtle energy techniques, Dr. Orloff maps the elegant relationships between our minds, bodies, spirits, and environments. With humor and compassion,
she shows you how to identify the most powerful negative emotions and how to transform them into hope, kindness, and courage. Compelling patient case studies and stories from her online
community, her workshop participants, and her own private life illustrate the simple, easy-to-follow action steps that you can take to cope with emotional vampires, disappointments, and
rejection. As Dr. Orloff shows, each day presents opportunities for us to be heroes in our own lives: to turn away from negativity, react constructively, and seize command of any situation.
Complete emotional freedom is within your grasp.
Highly sensitive people—or empaths—see life through the eyes of compassion and caring. They were born that way. As a result, they carry a tremendous amount of inner light. But they’re
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also the favored prey of "vampires" who feed off empaths’ energy and disrupt their lives on every level—physical, emotional, and financial.In Dodging Energy Vampires, Christiane Northrup,
M.D., draws on the latest research in this exciting new field, along with stories from her global community and her own life, to explore the phenomenon of energy vampires and show us how
we can spot them, dodge their tactics, and take back our own energy. You’ll delve into the dynamics of vampire-empath relationships and discover how vampires use others’ energy to fuel
their own dysfunctional lives. Once you recognize the patterns of behavior that mark these relationships, you’ll be empowered to identify the vampires in your life too.In these pages, Dr.
Northrup opens up a toolbox full of techniques you can use to leave these harmful relationships behind; heal from the darkness they’ve cast over your mind, body, and spirit; and let your own
light shine. In the end, you may find yourself healthier, happier, wealthier, and more vibrant than you ever believed possible.
This work provides a guide dealing with the most difficult people in the world - people who drive other people crazy. The author identifies five types of emotional vampire - narcissistic, antisocial, histrionic, the obsessive/compulsive, and the paranoid friend.
Emotional Vampires in Your Life: Dealing with Difficult People by Peter Kornfeld uncovers explosive strategies to effectively deal with difficult people. He offers sound advice and practical
solutions identifying the vampires of the world using you. * Feeling emotional and physically drained * Communicating negatively * Increased anxiety * Patterns of uncharacteristic negativity *
Established depression and deep dark internal sadness These are all Red Flags signaling you to run from the negative. The author unveils dynamite tips and tricks to prepare yourself in
recognizing difficult people, armed with strategic moves to diffuse the situation and bolt are factors in point that will deem you victor in the battle of good versus evil. Kornfeld encourages
and motivates positive change that draws in luck and good fortune, booting bad luck and all followers to the curb. Let's get started!
Dealing with People who Drain You Dry
The Highly Sensitive Person's Guide to Dealing with Toxic People
What They Know, Why It Works, and How It Can Work for You
Dinosaur Brains
Emotional Freedom
High-Octane Women
How To Analyze People

Do you feel you lost your childhood because your parents weren't ready to emotionally take care of a child? Have you ever feel like you always have been the adult in your childparent relationship? Did you have to deal with self centered parents who neglected your needs? All you ever wanted was parents who listen to your stories, welcome you with
open arms and tell you how much they love you, no matter what you do. Instead you walked around on eggshells making sure none of your actions would upset or irritate your
parents. No matter how much effort you put into getting your parents attention, you couldn ?t overcome the imaginary wall they built around themselves. Even if you experienced
anger, you suppressed this feeling or even worse, you turned the anger against yourself and blame yourself for your parents ? behavior. The older you got, the more you started
to suffer from the effects of your childhood. By now you are a grown-up, but you still live with the scars of your past. Some of the most common coping mechanisms are living an
isolated life, suffering from anxieties or being stuck in dysfunctional and abusive relationships. Many people grow up with emotionally immature parents. They all behave slightly
different but one thing the #1 thing they have in common is, they don't accept their parent role. You can ?t change your past but you can change your future. Author and expert,
Priscilla Posey knows, dealing with emotionally immature parents can be tough, especially if you don ?t have anyone who supports you. Growing up dysfunctional child-parent
relationship, Priscilla knows how it feels to suffer from the emotional baggage that is not supposed to be yours. Priscilla healed from her childhood trauma and became the selfconfident person she was born to be. Now she wants to help others to achieve the same fulfilling life. Once you understand the root of your problem, you can create the happy
life you deserve. In "Dealing With Emotionally Immature Parents", you ?ll discover: 7 signs of emotional immaturity to recognize emotional vampires instantly 4 types of
emotionally immature parents and which one you can relate to the most 4 steps to heal from your dysfunctional child-parent relationship How a lost childhood shapes the person
you have become If you are the perfectionist, the empath or the people pleaser and what your behavior says about your personality How to avoid and let go of other toxic
relationships in your life Why you feel like a chameleon without identity and how to discover your true self Practical exercises to take care of yourself and your self healing
journey How to become a good parent for your own child And much more. You don ?t have to fully let go of your parents. Yet, you have to learn how to separate the person you
love from the actions that hurt you. It is hard to take action and strive for a fulfilling life if you just hit rock bottom. For such a long time you tried to change the people around
you or fix the toxic relationships you have been stuck in for so many years. Now it is the right time to start healing yourself instead of taking care of others. If you are sick of the
person you ?ve become and you don ?t even know who you are anymore then it is time to finally detach from your past and start the journey to yourself. Following Priscilla ?s
self-healing strategies will empower you to step out of your misery and right into happiness. If you are ready to invest in yourself and your happiness, then claim your copy now!
The practical skills you need to keep your energy safe and secure! Do you struggle with drawing and maintaining boundaries when dealing with the people in your life? Are you
highly sensitive and attuned to other’s feelings and energy, to the point where you can’t tell where their energy ends and yours begins? Do you have trouble protecting yourself
from “energy vampires?” If so, you’re probably an empath—and in need of some guidance. Fortunately, there are practical ways to stay balanced and keep your energy safe and
secure. From energy healer and psychic trainer Lisa Campion—author of The Art of Psychic Reiki—this healing guide will help you cultivate the energy management skills you
need to cope with energy vampires and narcissists, increase your own vitality, and fully embrace your unique gifts. You’ll learn all about: The three types of energy vampires and
how to spot them Basic energy management skills to keep your energy strong and robust Practical ways to protect your time, energy, and money from an energy vampire When
to cut your losses and get away, and what to do when you can’t Psychic self-defense—how to handle a psychic attack What to do if you’re an energy vampire And how to
diagnose a spiritual issue—not all energy vampires are people! If you’re empathic or highly sensitive, it’s almost second nature to put others needs before yourself or take on the
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problems of the world. But what about your happiness? Energy Healing for Empaths offers everything you need to heal your energy and maintain healthy boundaries with
others—so you can be happy, healthy, and in control of you.
"Bernstein provides a field guide to the various types of Emotional Vampires and advises readers how to protect themselves from being victims of these predatory
personalities."Boston Globe From bestselling author Albert J. Bernstein The author of Dinosaur Brains offers protection from people who seek to destroy the emotional and
psychological well-being of others. Like the fabled demons, these vampires: Think their needs are more important than yours Believe "the rules" apply only to other people Use
their tempers in the same way terrorists use bombs Emotional Vampires tells readers how to spot a "vampire" in their lives, which defense strategies to employ to prevent one
from striking, and what to do if and when they find themselves under attack.
Dr. Judith Orloff offers 365 days of self-care meditations, reflections, and journaling suggestions as daily inoculations against stress and overwhelm Empaths have so much to
offer as healers, creatives, friends, lovers, and innovators at work. Yet highly sensitive and empathic people often give too much at the expense of their own well-being—and end
up absorbing the stress of others. “To stay healthy and happy,” writes Judith Orloff, MD, “you must be ready with daily self-care practices that work.” With Thriving as an
Empath, Dr. Orloff provides an invaluable resource to help you protect yourself from the stresses of an overwhelming world and embrace the “gift of being different." If you want
daily tools to put into action, this book is for you. Building on the principles Dr. Orloff introduced in The Empath's Survival Guide, this book brings you daily self-care practices
and support for becoming a compassionate, empowered empath, including: • Setting strong boundaries • Protecting your energy • Inoculating yourself against stress and
overwhelm • Self-soothing techniques • Knowing that it is not your job to take on the world’s stress • Breaking the momentum of sensory overload • Tapping the vitality of all
four seasons and the elements • Deepening your connection with the cycles of nature • Moving out of clock-based time into “sacred time” Thriving as an Empath was created to
help you grow and flourish without internalizing the emotions and pain of others. “These self-care techniques have been life-saving for me and my patients,” writes Dr. Orloff. “I
feel so strongly about regular self-care because I want you to enjoy the extraordinary gifts of sensitivity—including an open heart, intuition, and an intimate connection with the
natural world.”
365 Days of Self-Care for Sensitive People
Emotional Vampires In Your Life: Dealing With Difficult People
Dealing With All Those Impossible People at Work
How to Recognize, Understand, and Deal With People Who Try to Control You
Dealing with People Who Drain You Dry, Revised and Expanded 2nd Edition : [Summary].
Neutralize the Users, Abusers and Manipulators Hidden Among Us
A Novel

TWO E-BOOKS IN ONE Emotional Vampires at Work Whether it's a coworker, subordinate, or boss, there's at least one emotional vampire in every office. These people try
your patience, sap your energy, and add an entirely unhealthy dynamic to workplace productivity. The bestselling author of Emotional Vampires and Dinosaur Brains
shows you how to spot and deal effectively with these dysfunctional elements in the workplace. "This book equips individuals with the tools to identify and defend against
a wide array of emotional vampires at work. It offers well-developed tactics for navigating the most difficult people in any organization." -- Katherine Crowley and Kathi
Elster, bestselling authors of Working with You Is Killing Me and Mean Girls at Work Emotional Vampires, Second Edition Have you met people who seemed so perfect at
first, but later turned out to be a perfect mess? Have you been blinded by brilliant bursts of charm that switched on and off like a cheap sign? Have you heard promises
whispered in the night that were forgotten before dawn? Even then do you wonder- is it them or is it me? It’s them. Emotional vampires. For ten years, clinical
psychologist Dr Al Bernstein’s Emotional Vampires has been the go-to self-help manual for coping effectively with the people in life who take undue advantage and seem
to suck all our emotional energy. Now thoroughly revised and updated in response to the thousands of calls and emails Dr Bernstein has received about the book,
Emotional Vampires aims to help you cope effectively with the people in life that confound, confuse and sap every ounce of energy.
Learn how to 'break the spell' of control with Patricia Evans' new bestseller. Already hailed by Oprah Winfrey, Controlling People deals with issues big and small revealing the thought processes of those who seek to control in order to provide a 'spell-breaking' mind-set for those who suffer this insidious manipulation. Invaluable
insight and advice for those who seek support.
Fourteen years since its first publication, the bestsellerNasty People has been revised and updated to cover the motivations of nasty people, how to avoid confrontation
with a nasty boss, how to handle a nasty spouse, and much more, including: How to break the cycle of nastiness A new understanding of personality disorders and
depression Narcissism, nasty behavior, and self-doubt Nasty people and self-validation The role adrenaline plays in nasty behavior and our responses to it. Everyone
knows a person who has been hurt, betrayed, or degraded by nasty individuals or has experienced it themselves. In three books, Jay Carter, Psy. D., shows readers how to
stop this cycle of overt and covert abuse, without resorting to nasty tactics. Now for the first time, this series is released together to cover all areas of dealing with difficult
people. With straight-talking advice, real-life anecdotes, and psychology that makes sense, Carter explains how to handle and stop painful behavior that harms both the
perpetrator and the victim.
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What is the difference between having empathy and being an empath? “Having empathy means our heart goes out to another person in joy or pain,” says Dr. Judith Orloff
“But for empaths it goes much farther We actually feel others’ emotions, energy, and physical symptoms in our own bodies, without the usual defenses that most people
have.” With The Empath’s Survival Guide, Dr. Orloff offers an invaluable resource to help sensitive people develop healthy coping mechanisms in our high-stimulus
world—while fully embracing the empath’s gifts of intuition, creativity, and spiritual connection. In this practical and empowering book for empaths and their loved ones,
Dr. Orloff begins with self-assessment exercises to help you understand your empathic nature, then offers potent strategies for protecting yourself from overwhelm and
replenishing your vital energy For any sensitive person who’s been told to “grow a thick skin,” here is your lifelong guide for staying fully open while building resilience,
exploring your gifts of deep perception, raising empathic children, and feeling welcomed and valued by a world that desperately needs what you have to offer.
The Thrilling Adventure Hour
Surviving and Thriving with the Self-Absorbed
The Southern Book Club's Guide to Slaying Vampires
10 Extraordinary Prescriptions For Transforming Fatigue, Stress, and Fear Into Vibrance, Strength, And Love
Disarming the Narcissist
Thriving as an Empath
One of the most significant but least understood of character disorders in individuals is narcissistic personality disorder, or NPD. In this book, a
licensed marital and family therapist provides a much-needed overview of NPD, its wide-ranging effects, and guidelines for dealing with this disorder.
Steven Wolhandler, JD, MA, LPC knows how abusive and manipulative people prey on the emotions of good people - and how good people can protect
themselves. He offers a radically different view of these Emotional Predators and provides practical effective solutions. For Emotional Predators, life
is a strategy game to dominate and control, and you are either a player to be defeated or a game piece to be used. Without empathy or remorse, they'll
ruin your life, and traditional approaches will make things worse. You'll learn 5 essential steps for protecting yourself, valuable guidance for safe
relationships and over 30 specific defensive tactics for: * Distinguishing romance from intimacy* Restoring your self-esteem* Removing your emotional
triggers* Using gratitude and humor* Playing their games better than they do - without becoming like them* Screening professionals to be sure they can
help* Regaining control in family court* Breaking an addiction to an Emotional Predator * Re-balancing power in your favor* Adjusting beliefs that keep
you trapped* Responding strategically, instead of reacting emotionally
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